
Find words beginning with these prefixes. 
Continue on the next pages.
Can you think of some more?
NOTE: Not every word that begins with these letters is using 
the prefix.

anth- human study of human societies
giving a human form

anti-	
ant-

opposite,	
against

an opposite word
the opposite

auto- self your own life story

bio-	 life  a life story

coll-	 with,	
together

work together
gather together
putting materials together
bring together
words together

com- with,	
together

put together
shared
share meanings with others
people together
look at similar things
put things together to make something
to be made of or composed of
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con- with,	
together

put things or atttention together

joining word
joining word
make by putting parts together
give for a shared purpose

e- out come out
a feeling comes out

ex- out to keep out
come out or show
outside
a person who comes out with feelings

fore-	 before at the front
a hint before of what will come later

form- shape correct shape or style
shape or style
a fixed form of words or way of doing 
something

geo-	 earth the study of the earth

phys-	 body body

psych-	 mind mind



in-	(1) in to bring into look into
to look into, investigate
to put sight or understanding in
to give or put energy into
a person who is thoughtful and inward
to include, concern, connect with

in-	(2) opposite not finite
not formal

inter-	 between,	
among,	
together

to act together
connect together
between cultures
inside
between countries
between people
to bring out the meaning
between texts
to discuss together

multi-	 many many cultures
many modes

non- not not making sense

out- result, what comes out
the outside shape
looking out

over- looking at the whole
to exaggerate
to look at the whole
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on- continuing or going on 

phon-	 sound a device for talking and listening
a single word sound
the study of word sounds
the study of spoken language

post- after a period after modernism

pre-	 before to guess before what will happen later
a part of the word at the front
to judge without full knowledge
the first stage

re-	 again to act again or respond
to tell again
to give more force
to remember again
to say again
to present or show again
to search for information
to look again at your work
to look again at your work

trans-	 across to carry or move across
to go or change from one to another

under- to make smaller

uni-	 one,	single the only one
to join together as one
the whole of everything
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